Diffracted phase and amplitude measurements by energy-filtered convergent-beam holography (CHEF).
Interference between transmitted and diffracted disks in convergent-beam electron diffraction (CBED) patterns using the CBED+EBI method proposed by Herring et al. is explored using different optical configurations on a spherical aberration corrected transmission electron microscope equipped with a biprism and imaging energy filter: the SACTEM-Toulouse. We will relate the amplitude and phase of these interference patterns, which we call convergent-beam holography (CHEF), to microscope transfer theory and the complex amplitudes of the diffracted beams. Experimental CHEF patterns recorded in the absence of aberration correction will be compared with simulations to validate the theory concerning the effect of microscope aberrations and current instabilities. Then, using aberration correction, we propose a scheme for eliminating the effect of the microscope, so that the diffracted amplitudes and phase due to dynamical scattering within the specimen can be studied. Experimental results are compared with simulations performed using the full dynamical theory. The potential for studying diffracted amplitudes and phases using CHEF analysis is discussed.